Anhydrous cholesterol: a new crystalline form in gallstones
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SUMMARY  A new crystalline form of anhydrous cholesterol called cholesterol II has been found in gallstones. This material can change within a few weeks into the usual form of anhydrous cholesterol but pure synthetic cholesterol II is stable.

In an x-ray study of 331 gallstones from eight countries, different forms of cholesterol accounted for 71% of the total crystalline material (Sutor and Wooley, 1969, 1971); 52-3% was anhydrous cholesterol, 16% cholesterol monohydrate, and 2-7% a compound, subsequently called cholesterol II, but then of unknown composition. Cholesterol II was usually found admixed with anhydrous cholesterol, but sometimes it comprised the whole stone; in a few cases it occurred with cholesterol monohydrate, and in one instance it was associated with the three forms of calcium carbonate–calcite, aragonite, and vaterite. Its x-ray diffraction pattern, used throughout for identification purposes, only differed from that of anhydrous cholesterol in the interplanar spacing and intensity of some of the strongest lines. This strongly suggested that cholesterol II might be another form of anhydrous cholesterol, but it could also be a closely similar compound or some intermediate formed in the dehydration of cholesterol monohydrate to the anhydrous compound. This reaction, and the reverse transformation which occurs in the presence of water, sometimes takes place in a few days. For this reason and because cholesterol deposits freshly removed from the body were always the monohydrate, it has been suggested that the monohydrate is the form laid down in vivo (Bogren and Larsson, 1963).

Cholesterol II was obtained by recrystallization of some impure, commercial anhydrous cholesterol (analysis figures compared with those for the pure material in brackets are C = 79-83% (83-85), H = 11-12% (11-98) from benzene or chloroform. Another brand of reagent grade material consisted of a mixture of anhydrous cholesterol and cholesterol II. The composition was not changed by crystallization from chloroform, and analysis figures, before and after recrystallization, agreed within experimental error with those for the anhydrous compound. On the other hand, pure commercial anhydrous cholesterol (verified by analysis and x-ray diffraction) from the same two companies was not changed by crystallization from either of these solvents. Cholesterol II, isolated by chromatography from the impure commercial material, repeatedly recrystallized from chloroform, and dried over phosphorus pentoxide, had a melting point of 138-139°C and gave analysis figures (C = 82-87%, H = 11-69%) not compatible with any simple empirical formula. This material also gave a red colouration with 2, 4 dinitrophenylhydrazine indicative of the presence of a carbonyl group. Since such a group in the cholesterol skeleton is not in accordance with the analysis figures and x-ray data, it must be present in an impurity possibly necessary for the formation of cholesterol II. When pure commercial cholesterol was recrystallized from chloroform in the presence of a trace of ketone, cholest-4-en-3-one, cholesterol II was obtained.

Thin-layer chromatography using as solvent ethyl acetate and petroleum ether in varying proportions confirmed that the pure commercial cholesterol consisted of a single compound, but showed that both the impure commercial sample and cholesterol II prepared from it contained predominantly a compound with the same R_F factor as the pure material and traces of at least five other compounds. Cholesterol II from gallstones gave the same spot as pure anhydrous cholesterol and contained no detectable impurity using these techniques. All available evidence therefore suggests that pure cholesterol II is another crystalline form of anhydrous cholesterol.

Although cholesterol monohydrate dehydrates to the more common anhydrous compound, some monohydrate prepared by recrystallization of the impure commercial cholesterol from alcohol, partly
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changed over a period of a year, into cholesterol II. This material was stable at room temperature for several months as was the impure cholesterol II prepared by recrystallization of the impure commercial sample from chloroform or benzene. In gallstones, however, cholesterol II can change into anhydrous cholesterol in just a few weeks. Conversion of cholesterol II into the monohydrate by leaving it in contact with water for several months, using synthetic material and that from gallstones, has not been possible. One cannot speculate as to whether cholesterol II is laid down in vivo, although it has been found in gallstones examined within three days after their removal at operation, since even traces of impurities might accelerate and favour the decomposition of the monohydrate into this compound.
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